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SAVINGSSAVINGS
BIGBIGBIGBIG DEMONSTRATION MACHINES HARDLY USED! 

BEING CLEARED OUT AT CRAZY PRICES!
MORE IN STORE

On sale throughout May 2017 On sale throughout May 2017 

Circus by Tilda Poetry by 3 Sisters

Give the gift of a pre-cut pack Minimum fabric cut 0.2m. Selecetions vary store to store

SCAN N CUT CM900
30% larger screen, over 1000 built-in designs, 15 built in fonts, reads PDF and 
phc files. Wireless connectivity makes it easy to transfer your designs from 
ScanNCut Canvas. Scan, cut, draw and create with even more freedom and 
expression with the new and improved model.

SINGER FASHION MATE 7256
The perfect sewing machine for the budding fashionista!
Features: 100 stitches, LED lighting, needle threader and drop in 
bobbin.

 PEL NA  HS OR LE DVI EN RU

 PEL NA  HS OR LE DVI EN RU

This pen holder 
is for drawing 

with the
ScanNCut using 
the various pens

available for 
the machine!

This pen holder 
is for drawing 

with the
ScanNCut using 
the various pens

available for 
the machine!

RRP $24.95

This fun & exciting new 
collection contains 50 

cutting patterns!
Each pattern includes 
assembly instructions.

This fun & exciting new 
collection contains 50 

cutting patterns!
Each pattern includes 
assembly instructions.

RRP $79.95

T PF ATA TR EC RD N3

T PF ATA TR EC RD N3

OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES

OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES

COMPUTERISED MACHINE

LOWEST PRICE!
STRICTLY LIMITED

DC2150
50 stitches including 3 different 
“one step” buttonholes. Auto 
needle threader, drop-on bobbin,
Janome’s famous non jam shuttle, 
lightweight, free-arm.

GIFT
IDEAGIFT
IDEA

SPOIL YOURSELF!SPOIL YOURSELF!

$699$699

BROTHER INNOV-IS NV2600BROTHER INNOV-IS NV2600

$1000save 

$1799save 

$3099save 

HUSQVARNA TOPAZ 30HUSQVARNA TOPAZ 30
$1600save 

HUSQVARNA DIAMOND ROYALE HUSQVARNA DIAMOND ROYALE 
$3991save 

699699
now now $399$399

$$
rrprrp35%

OVER

OFF

799799
now now $439$439

$$
rrprrp

DC3100
All the features of the DC3100 but 
for $40.00 more you get 100 stitches 
and other additional value features. 
A strictly limited offer!! Hurry!!

45%
OFF

NEWNEW
ARRIVAL
ARRIVAL NEWNEW

ARRIVAL
ARRIVAL

LIMITEDLIMITED
STOCKSTOCK

VERYVERY

LOWEST PRICEOUR

EVER!

NEWNEW
MODELMODEL

799799
now now $249$249

$$
rrprrp

65%
OVER

OFF

BONUSBONUSBLADE & HOLDER
BLADE & HOLDERRRP $24.95

RRP $24.95

SpecialSpecial
GIVE MUM SOMETHINGGIVE MUM SOMETHING



ELNA PRESS EP120
Offers all the pleasure of quick, quality ironing with the same ironing 
capacity as the bigger models, at a very attractive price. Save up to 
50% of the usual ironing time and sit down and iron your clothes 
comfortably at any table. The elna press can be easily stored in a 
cupboard. It’s easy, quick and convenient. 

BROTHER DREAM MACHINE 2 XV8550D
Sewing, embroidery, quilting and crafting machine. Large 10.1inch built-in high 
definition LCD display with faster processing than prior models. New! 9.5inch x 
9.5inch (240x240mm) embroidery frame with rubber gasket and ribbed corners for 
less slippage. Industry-first ScanImation Scanning Frame and InnovEye 2 
Technology.

JANOME MC8900
Creativity is about unlocking possibility, this model is not 
only a Quilting and sewing experience to explore is it a 
dream come true. Do it bigger and bolder with the 
Horizon MC8900QCP. Equipped with exceptional features 
such as 270 built in stitches up to 9mm wide, including 3 
alphabets, 11 one-step buttonholes, extra fast 1000 
stitches per minute - ask for a demo! 

BROTHER F420
Developed to provide incredible ease of use through 
advanced handling features from automatic presser 
foot pressure and slide speed control, advanced needle 
threading system and jam-resistant Quick-Set drop-in 
top bobbin plus a super easy bobbin winding system. 

HUSQVARNA SAPPHIRE 930
The advanced SAPPHIRE™ 930 sewing machine, 
offers many features to assist and guide you 
throughout your sewing. Most settings are made by 
the machine itself based on what fabric or stitch you 
are using. All you have to do is focus on what you love! 
Sewing! 

JANOME 1600P
A very special machine for the serious sewer. This 
straight stitch, semi industrial style machine features 
incredible speed of 1600 stitches per minute , industrial 
style shuttle, quick touch reverse and other industrial 
style features all in a compact portable. This heavy 
duty machine is built for hard work!

JANOME MC8200
Creativity is about unlocking possibility, this model not 
only gives you a Quilting and Sewing value machine, it 
is also bigger and bolder then a standard sewing 
machine, it's time to take a new direction. 

SCAN IT AND EMBROIDER IT! 
AMAZING TECHNOLOGY!

SCAN IT AND EMBROIDER IT! 
AMAZING TECHNOLOGY!

JANOME MC6600P
Heavy duty deluxe sewing machine with the exclusive "Acu-feed" system for 
smoother and more accurate feeding of all thicknesses of fabric. Many 
features including 163 stitches, automatic thread cutter, extra wide bed, 
fast 1000 stitches per minute, knee-presser-foot lift etc. This machine is one 
of Janome's most popular selling machines in the upper machine market.

$1300save 

$500save 

$200save 

EMBROIDERY AND QUILTER SETEMBROIDERY AND QUILTER SET
Use both machines at the same time!Use both machines at the same time!

Quilter’s Machines

Embroidery Machines

Swiss DesignSwiss Design

BERNINA 700D
A machine providing a straightforward 
and affordable access to the world of 
overlocking. Versatile, practical features 
makes it especially easy to operate and 
enable you to precision-sew in a number 
of different techniques. 

Australia s ’
Most Popular 

Overlocker
Australia s ’

Most Popular 
Overlocker

JANOME 8002DX
The perfect companion machine for the 
developing sewist, and a must for 
creating professional looking garments.  
With easy dial adjustments and bonus 
feet, projects will be completed quickly 
and effortlessly.

Overlockers

This is a sensational brand new 2, 3 and 4 thread overlocker which has exceptional 
features such as the front opens up completely (as shown) for the easiest looper 
threading ever! It also features a unique built-in thread cutter, adjustable sewing 
guide, differential feed, waste catcher and much much more! Receive a bonus Sew Easy
overlocker trolley bag - valued at $120.

TRIUMPH OVERLOCKER
This is a sensational brand new 2, 3 and 4 thread overlocker which has exceptional 
features such as the front opens up completely (as shown) for the easiest looper 
threading ever! It also features a unique built-in thread cutter, adjustable sewing 
guide, differential feed, waste catcher and much much more! Receive a bonus Sew Easy
overlocker trolley bag - valued at $120.

BERNETTE CHICAGO 7
The Chicago 7 makes embroidery and sewing easy with convenient one-touch buttons. 
A great machine to own for different types of projects from personalization, 
embellishments or just a simple alteration to make ideas come to life with over 150 
decorative stitches, 2 alphabets, 20 quilting stitches and 100 built in embroidery 
designs, 7mm stitch width, semi-automatic threader that will sure to expand your 
creativity. All the additional help you’ll need to get your projects done quickly.

BERNINA 570QE
The B 570 QE is a genuine all-rounder that can sew, 
quilt and embroider. The touchscreen makes changing 
from sewing to embroidery mode a breeze. Plenty of 
memory options, an extensive stitch library, the sewing 
comfort with free hand, and you can upload your own 
embroidery designs via USB! 

CFree lassCFree lass WITH EVERY MACHINE PURCHASE*WITH EVERY MACHINE PURCHASE*
*Class is a lesson on how to use your machine valued at $40. 
Lesson must be booked in advance. Offer applies to machine

purchase of $400+.

*Class is a lesson on how to use your machine valued at $40. 
Lesson must be booked in advance. Offer applies to machine

purchase of $400+.

INTRODUCING

SINGER ESP2
The Singer Magic Steam Press gives you professional pressing 
results right at home. With a large pressing area and adjustable 
heat and steam settings you can quickly press tablecloths, 
curtains, dress pants and more. This portable unit is easy to 
store and includes auto shut-off with an audible alarm for safety.

$800save 

$405save 

JANOME MC15000
With wireless connectivity via your iPad or PC to the Horizon MC15000, you’ll be there 
in no time as this model has our fastest processor to date. The size is fantastic, with 
plenty of bed space for projects of all sizes. The Horizon MC15000 comes standard 
with our largest hoop and has the largest colour touch screen we’ve ever made! No 
matter which direction you head, the new Horizon MC15000 can take you there. 

$1000save $500
save 

GREAT ENTRY LEVEL 
EMBROIDERY MACHINE!

GREAT ENTRY LEVEL 
EMBROIDERY MACHINE!

BROTHER NV800E
Create beautiful embroidery in no time with its large 260 x 160mm embroidery area, 
138 built-in embroidery designs and speeds up to 850 stitches per minute. You’ll also 
be sure to love the design editing features that give you the ability to resize, rotate, 
reposition and combine designs with ease. With many great features and included 
accessories, get ready to embroider all your projects fast and easy. 

$400
save 

$305save 

$200save 

$220save 

HOOP SIZE
MEGA

RRP $3499RRP $3499
JANOME 500E
Create projects to reflect your personal sense of style. It's easy to personalize, 
embellish and monogram home décor items, garments and accessories. 
With 160 built-in embroidery designs and 6 fonts for monogramming, the 
possibilities are endless. Maximum embroidery size of 7.9”x11” (200 x 280mm) 
and an extra wide table. 

now now 49984998$$
67486748rrprrp

$$
combo
deal $1750

save 

POWER
STEAM

Not all sewing machines are in stock at all stores Shop online at hobbysew.com.auShop online at hobbysew.com.au

++
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599599

now now $379$379

$$
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now now $599$599

$$
rrprrp

699699
now now $394$394

$$
rrprrp 799799

now now $559$559

$$
rrprrp$240

save 

32993299
now now $1999$1999

$$
rrprrp 11991199

now now $999$999

$$
rrprrp 39993999

now now $3494$3494

$$
rrprrp

19991999
now now $1594$1594

$$
rrprrp 37993799

now now $2999$2999

$$
rrprrp
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now now $1999$1999

$$
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1199911999
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$$
rrprrp 14991499

now now $999$999

$$
rrprrp

29992999
now now $2799$2799

$$
rrprrp

$200save 

RRP $2999RRP $2999

DOUBLE DEAL OF THE CENTURY !
This is an opportunity to own the sewing and embroidery 
features of a $10,000+ sewing machine - for half the price! 
Plus the advantage is you can use both at the same time! 
If you are seriously into sewing and embroidery, this is an 
offer way too good to miss!! 

DOUBLE DEAL OF THE CENTURY !
This is an opportunity to own the sewing and embroidery 
features of a $10,000+ sewing machine - for half the price! 
Plus the advantage is you can use both at the same time! 
If you are seriously into sewing and embroidery, this is an 
offer way too good to miss!! 

MADEIRA

chest*Valued at $250*Stock varies

Valued at $250*Stock varies

MINI TREASURE

HANDI QUILTER

specialist

Hobbysew is your Handi 
Quilter specialist!
In selected stores.

BONUSBONUS
MULTI PURPOSEMULTI PURPOSE
SCREWDRIVERSCREWDRIVER

& CORDING FOOT& CORDING FOOT
Valued at $32Valued at $32

NEWNEWBONUSBONUS
NEW DUONEW DUO
TROLLEY BAGTROLLEY BAG

Valued at $215Valued at $215

30%
OVER

OFF

TROLLEY BAG
overlocker

BONUSBONUS
Valued at $120
Valued at $120

++
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Offers all the pleasure of quick, quality ironing with the same ironing 
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50% of the usual ironing time and sit down and iron your clothes 
comfortably at any table. The elna press can be easily stored in a 
cupboard. It’s easy, quick and convenient. 

BROTHER DREAM MACHINE 2 XV8550D
Sewing, embroidery, quilting and crafting machine. Large 10.1inch built-in high 
definition LCD display with faster processing than prior models. New! 9.5inch x 
9.5inch (240x240mm) embroidery frame with rubber gasket and ribbed corners for 
less slippage. Industry-first ScanImation Scanning Frame and InnovEye 2 
Technology.

JANOME MC8900
Creativity is about unlocking possibility, this model is not 
only a Quilting and sewing experience to explore is it a 
dream come true. Do it bigger and bolder with the 
Horizon MC8900QCP. Equipped with exceptional features 
such as 270 built in stitches up to 9mm wide, including 3 
alphabets, 11 one-step buttonholes, extra fast 1000 
stitches per minute - ask for a demo! 

BROTHER F420
Developed to provide incredible ease of use through 
advanced handling features from automatic presser 
foot pressure and slide speed control, advanced needle 
threading system and jam-resistant Quick-Set drop-in 
top bobbin plus a super easy bobbin winding system. 

HUSQVARNA SAPPHIRE 930
The advanced SAPPHIRE™ 930 sewing machine, 
offers many features to assist and guide you 
throughout your sewing. Most settings are made by 
the machine itself based on what fabric or stitch you 
are using. All you have to do is focus on what you love! 
Sewing! 

JANOME 1600P
A very special machine for the serious sewer. This 
straight stitch, semi industrial style machine features 
incredible speed of 1600 stitches per minute , industrial 
style shuttle, quick touch reverse and other industrial 
style features all in a compact portable. This heavy 
duty machine is built for hard work!
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Heavy duty deluxe sewing machine with the exclusive "Acu-feed" system for 
smoother and more accurate feeding of all thicknesses of fabric. Many 
features including 163 stitches, automatic thread cutter, extra wide bed, 
fast 1000 stitches per minute, knee-presser-foot lift etc. This machine is one 
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makes it especially easy to operate and 
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JANOME 8002DX
The perfect companion machine for the 
developing sewist, and a must for 
creating professional looking garments.  
With easy dial adjustments and bonus 
feet, projects will be completed quickly 
and effortlessly.

Overlockers

This is a sensational brand new 2, 3 and 4 thread overlocker which has exceptional 
features such as the front opens up completely (as shown) for the easiest looper 
threading ever! It also features a unique built-in thread cutter, adjustable sewing 
guide, differential feed, waste catcher and much much more! Receive a bonus Sew Easy
overlocker trolley bag - valued at $120.
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A great machine to own for different types of projects from personalization, 
embellishments or just a simple alteration to make ideas come to life with over 150 
decorative stitches, 2 alphabets, 20 quilting stitches and 100 built in embroidery 
designs, 7mm stitch width, semi-automatic threader that will sure to expand your 
creativity. All the additional help you’ll need to get your projects done quickly.

BERNINA 570QE
The B 570 QE is a genuine all-rounder that can sew, 
quilt and embroider. The touchscreen makes changing 
from sewing to embroidery mode a breeze. Plenty of 
memory options, an extensive stitch library, the sewing 
comfort with free hand, and you can upload your own 
embroidery designs via USB! 
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The Singer Magic Steam Press gives you professional pressing 
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Cotton Linen Cheese ClothOxford Samurai

Jingle Birds Keiki

Shop online at hobbysew.com.auShop online at hobbysew.com.auMinimum cut 0.2m. Selections vary store to store.Minimum cut 0.2m. Selections vary store to store.

Maven Moda Basic Grey

Compositions Moda Basic Grey

Rainy Days! Me and My Sister Garden Notes  Kathy Schmitz

Patio Splash

30s Playtime

Aubade Janet Clare

Dove House

Burragong Creek Disney Fabrics

Papillon Makower

La Scala 7 Robert Kaufman

Bambini

Cats & Dogs Fleece

Spring Burst

Baby Jungle  Makower

Blue Sky Andover

Color Weave Contempo

Pebbles 
Quilt Backing

Metallic 
Burlap

NEW 
BLENDERNEW 
BLENDER

DRESS FABRICSDRESS FABRICS NEWNEWARRIVALARRIVAL

NEWNEW
ARRIVALS
ARRIVALS

Check out the latest 
additions to the store
Check out the latest 

additions to the store

MODAMODA
MAD  FORMAD  FOR

BURLAPBURLAP

PANELPANEL

Come in store to see our large variety of fabricsCome in store to see our large variety of fabricsNEW ARRIVALS NEW ARRIVALSCome in store to see our large variety of fabricsCome in store to see our large variety of fabrics
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Shop online at hobbysew.com.auShop online at hobbysew.com.au

$1199
PACKAGE DEAL ONLY

CUTTING TABLE
W 100cm / 39"
H 92cm / 36"
D 50cm /19.75"

CUTTING TABLE
W 100cm / 39"
H 92cm / 36"
D 50cm /19.75"

DRAWERS
W 50cm / 19.75"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

DRAWERS
W 50cm / 19.75"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

STORAGE CHEST
W 50cm / 19.75"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

STORAGE CHEST
W 50cm / 19.75"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

OVERLOCKING TABLE
W 80cm / 31.5"
H 74cm / 25"
D 50cm / 19.75"

OVERLOCKING TABLE
W 80cm / 31.5"
H 74cm / 25"
D 50cm / 19.75"

SEWING TABLE
W 80cm / 31.5"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

SEWING TABLE
W 80cm / 31.5"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

Includes Elements:
      Overlocking
      Sewing Table
      Drawers
      Storage Chest
      Cutting Table

 Table

A space to call your ownA space to call your ownA space to call your ownA space to call your own Accessories, 
machines and chair 

not included

5 3

4

2

1

1
2
3
4
5

1 2 3 4 5

I TAUGHT MYSELF TO... KITS
Perfect for crafters wanting to be introduced to other creative projects! kits include 
tools and patterns for various projects so you can teach yourself to Knit, Crochet, 
Loom Knitting or Punch Needle Techniques.

KNITTING NEEDLE CASE
10 slots to hold up to 20 knitting needles in a 
zippered pouch. Ideal for travel or a fun 
storage idea. Knitting needles not included.

CROCHET 
NEEDLE CASE
16 slots to hold various 
crochet needle sizes in a sturdy zippered 
pouch with wrist strap. 

DECORATIVE DRESSFORMS
Available in metallic silver spot, 
denim or black and white. Suits 
your sewing room, hallway or 
dressing room to hold scarves, 
fabrics and jewellery. RRP $129

EMBROIDERY SCISSORS GIFT SET
Includes 4" embroidery and needlework scissors 
with a thread cutter heart pendant in an antique 
silver finish. 

GOLD PLATED SCISSORS GIFT SET 
Includes 3.5" embroidery and 5" hobby 
scissors with a gold plated finish. 

POLKA DOT SEWING KIT 
Includes scissors, seam ripper, 
buttons, pins, needles and 
threads. 

ADJUSTABLE 
DRESSFORM
Available in sizes 
10-16 or 16-22½” 
RRP $359

TROLLEY BAG
Make transporting and storing your 
machine a breeze. Superior quality with a 
sturdy wooden base. 

Wooden 
base

Wooden 
base

KOALA CHAIRS
Koala SewComfort upholstered chairs are available in 2 base colours and 
4 gorgeous fabric colours. With ergonomic design, a footrest and 6-way 
adjustments that allow you to sew in ultimate comfort. RRP $425

359359
now now $179$179

$$
rrprrp

425425
now now $375$375

$$
rrprrp

129129
now now $65$65

$$
rrprrp

50%
OFF

40%
OVER

OFF

889595

now now $5$5

$$
rrprrp

50%
OFF

50%
OFF

5454
now now $27$27

$$
rrprrp

1212
now now $8$8

$$
rrprrp

1919
now now $8$8

$$
rrprrp

60%
OFF
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NESTED SEWING TINS
3pc pack
RRP $15.95

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
These handy screw together containers are ideal for pins, fasteners 
and any number of small sewing and craft items. Hurry they will go 
quickly! 

SEWING BASKETS AND BAGS
Never be limited when it comes to storing your sewing tools and 
accessories! Knitting bag (55 x 40 x 20cm). Please see in store for 
full range of sewing baskets and bags at 50% off.

SEWING BOX
Handy storage box with bobbin 
organiser. 22 x 39 x 23cm
RRP $49.95

1919
now now $4$4

$$
rrprrp

75%
OVER

OFF

fromfrom $15$15

40%
OVER

OFF

4949
now now $29$29

$$
rrprrp

1515
now now $10$10

$$
rrprrp

35%OVER

OFF

BABY MERINO
100% pure Merino wool
4 ply, 50g, 
average length 170m

NATURAL WONDER
100% pure New Zealand wool 
18 ply, 100g, 
average length 67m

HIPPIE HANKS
Colour variegated 100% 
pure wool, 18 ply, 100g, 
average length 60m

SEE  FULL  RANGE  IN STORE
Not available in all stores

SEE  FULL  RANGE  IN STORE
Not available in all stores

ONLYONLY $22$22

HOMESPUN BASICS FABRIC STACK 
100% Cotton homespun fabrics 
with bonus scissors. 5 x 1m 
pieces black, white, red, 
navy and cream. 

BONUS 
SCISSORS 

BONUS SCISSORS 
BONUS SCISSORS 

HOMESPUN BASICS FABRIC STACK 
100% Cotton homespun fabrics 
with bonus scissors. 3 x 1m 
pieces black, white and red.

HOMESPUN BASICS FABRIC STACK 
100% Cotton homespun fabrics 
with bonus scissors. 3 x 1m pieces 
turquoise, lime green 
and hot pink.

HAPPY HEART QUILT KIT
Classic rail fence quilt pattern 
with gorgeous Holly Hobbie 
fabrics. Creates quilt top 
183 x 223cm.

SPEARMINT & SHALE SLICE QUILT KITS
Includes fabrics and pattern to create 
a 178cm x 214cm. 

ONLY ONLY $39$39 9595
ONLYONLY $25$25 ONLYONLY $25$25

120120
now now $35$35

$$
rrprrp 140140

now now $45$45

$$
rrprrp

129129
now now $79$79

$$
rrprrp

10%
OVER

OFF

A SEWING
ROOM 

ESSENTIAL
A SEWING

ROOM 
ESSENTIAL

ALL LIFTER CABINETS*ALL LIFTER CABINETS*
*APPLIES TO TAILORMADE CABINETS IN STOCK*APPLIES TO TAILORMADE CABINETS IN STOCK10%

OFF

25%
OFFONLYONLY $11$115050

fromfrom $14$149090

70%
OVER

OFF
65%

OVER

OFF

3939
now now $19$19

$$
rrprrp

GET MUM INSPIRED ON HER SPECIAL DAY!

ONLY ONLY $19$199999

50%
OFF

AMAZINGVALUE!5 PACK!

AMAZINGVALUE!5 PACK!



Shop online at hobbysew.com.auShop online at hobbysew.com.au

$1199
PACKAGE DEAL ONLY

CUTTING TABLE
W 100cm / 39"
H 92cm / 36"
D 50cm /19.75"

CUTTING TABLE
W 100cm / 39"
H 92cm / 36"
D 50cm /19.75"

DRAWERS
W 50cm / 19.75"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

DRAWERS
W 50cm / 19.75"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

STORAGE CHEST
W 50cm / 19.75"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

STORAGE CHEST
W 50cm / 19.75"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

OVERLOCKING TABLE
W 80cm / 31.5"
H 74cm / 25"
D 50cm / 19.75"

OVERLOCKING TABLE
W 80cm / 31.5"
H 74cm / 25"
D 50cm / 19.75"

SEWING TABLE
W 80cm / 31.5"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

SEWING TABLE
W 80cm / 31.5"
H 74cm / 29"
D 50cm /19.75"

Includes Elements:
      Overlocking
      Sewing Table
      Drawers
      Storage Chest
      Cutting Table

 Table

A space to call your ownA space to call your ownA space to call your ownA space to call your own Accessories, 
machines and chair 

not included

5 3

4

2

1

1
2
3
4
5

1 2 3 4 5

I TAUGHT MYSELF TO... KITS
Perfect for crafters wanting to be introduced to other creative projects! kits include 
tools and patterns for various projects so you can teach yourself to Knit, Crochet, 
Loom Knitting or Punch Needle Techniques.

KNITTING NEEDLE CASE
10 slots to hold up to 20 knitting needles in a 
zippered pouch. Ideal for travel or a fun 
storage idea. Knitting needles not included.

CROCHET 
NEEDLE CASE
16 slots to hold various 
crochet needle sizes in a sturdy zippered 
pouch with wrist strap. 

DECORATIVE DRESSFORMS
Available in metallic silver spot, 
denim or black and white. Suits 
your sewing room, hallway or 
dressing room to hold scarves, 
fabrics and jewellery. RRP $129

EMBROIDERY SCISSORS GIFT SET
Includes 4" embroidery and needlework scissors 
with a thread cutter heart pendant in an antique 
silver finish. 

GOLD PLATED SCISSORS GIFT SET 
Includes 3.5" embroidery and 5" hobby 
scissors with a gold plated finish. 

POLKA DOT SEWING KIT 
Includes scissors, seam ripper, 
buttons, pins, needles and 
threads. 

ADJUSTABLE 
DRESSFORM
Available in sizes 
10-16 or 16-22½” 
RRP $359

TROLLEY BAG
Make transporting and storing your 
machine a breeze. Superior quality with a 
sturdy wooden base. 

Wooden 
base

Wooden 
base

KOALA CHAIRS
Koala SewComfort upholstered chairs are available in 2 base colours and 
4 gorgeous fabric colours. With ergonomic design, a footrest and 6-way 
adjustments that allow you to sew in ultimate comfort. RRP $425
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$416save 

NESTED SEWING TINS
3pc pack
RRP $15.95

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
These handy screw together containers are ideal for pins, fasteners 
and any number of small sewing and craft items. Hurry they will go 
quickly! 

SEWING BASKETS AND BAGS
Never be limited when it comes to storing your sewing tools and 
accessories! Knitting bag (55 x 40 x 20cm). Please see in store for 
full range of sewing baskets and bags at 50% off.

SEWING BOX
Handy storage box with bobbin 
organiser. 22 x 39 x 23cm
RRP $49.95
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BABY MERINO
100% pure Merino wool
4 ply, 50g, 
average length 170m

NATURAL WONDER
100% pure New Zealand wool 
18 ply, 100g, 
average length 67m

HIPPIE HANKS
Colour variegated 100% 
pure wool, 18 ply, 100g, 
average length 60m

SEE  FULL  RANGE  IN STORE
Not available in all stores

SEE  FULL  RANGE  IN STORE
Not available in all stores

ONLYONLY $22$22

HOMESPUN BASICS FABRIC STACK 
100% Cotton homespun fabrics 
with bonus scissors. 5 x 1m 
pieces black, white, red, 
navy and cream. 

BONUS 
SCISSORS 

BONUS SCISSORS 
BONUS SCISSORS 

HOMESPUN BASICS FABRIC STACK 
100% Cotton homespun fabrics 
with bonus scissors. 3 x 1m 
pieces black, white and red.

HOMESPUN BASICS FABRIC STACK 
100% Cotton homespun fabrics 
with bonus scissors. 3 x 1m pieces 
turquoise, lime green 
and hot pink.

HAPPY HEART QUILT KIT
Classic rail fence quilt pattern 
with gorgeous Holly Hobbie 
fabrics. Creates quilt top 
183 x 223cm.

SPEARMINT & SHALE SLICE QUILT KITS
Includes fabrics and pattern to create 
a 178cm x 214cm. 

ONLY ONLY $39$39 9595
ONLYONLY $25$25 ONLYONLY $25$25
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You light up my life You light up my life 

LED LIGHT PADS Super slim design and adjustable brightness to suit your needs. 
onto paper and lighweight fabrics. Use with washable pencils for easy transfer of hand embroidery designs. 
A4 size A3 size 

Aids in tracing patterns and designs 

 $99 $199 normally $155. normally $222

LIGHT PAD CARRY BAGS
Keep your lightpads safe with these carry bags 
featuring an adjustable arm strap for that perfect 
length and zip pocket for accessories. Designed in 2 
sizes to suit Triumph A4 and A3 size lightpads.

39 x 51 x 1cm39 x 51 x 1cm

31 x 41 x 1cm31 x 41 x 1cm

MINI SUPER CLIP LIGHT
Single LED for powerful book 
lighting, slides onto the page for 
easy viewing. RRP $6.15

SLIDES 
ONTO 
BOOK

SLIDES 
ONTO 
BOOK

FOLDING RECHARGEABLE DESK LIGHT 
Powerful, compact and lightweight for 
travel. 30 brilliant LEDs. Includes USB 
charging cord. Red only.
RRP $33

RECHARGEABLE CRAFT DESK LAMP 
Powerful LEDs with 3 levels of brightness and an 
additional night light, perfect for high detail hobby work. 
Includes USB power cable with up to 5 hours work time, 
4 hours charge time. Available in pink or blue.

LED FLOOR LAMP WITH
MAGNIFIER AND CLIP
This fantastic floor lamp 
is perfect for your sewing
and craft room! 
 Featuring powerful 
LED technology; 
A flexible clip arm 
and magnifiers; 
lexible goose neck for 

controlled lighting; 
oft touch on/off button;

Includes power adapter.

•

• 

• F

• S
• 

LED FLOOR LAMP WITH
MAGNIFIER AND CLIP
This fantastic floor lamp 
is perfect for your sewing
and craft room! 
• Featuring powerful 

LED technology; 
• A flexible clip arm 

and magnifiers; 
• Flexible goose neck for 

controlled lighting; 
• Soft touch on/off button;
• Includes power adapter.

HOBBYSEW STORE LOCATIONS

All specials valid until 31st May 2017 or until sold out. Not all shops stock all products advertised. Items on special cannot be returned or refunded. Pricing errors will be published 
on the Hobbysew website. Selected items & items on special have no further VIP discounts. Colours may vary due to printing.

Shop AY A09A2 (next to Hoyts)
Erina Fair Shopping Centre
Terrigal Drive, Erina NSW
Ph: (02) 4365 1127

ERINA

BELCONNEN
Ground Level, Lakeside Carpark 
Westfield Belconnen Benjamin Way
Belconnen ACT 
Ph: (02) 6253 0011

Shop online at hobbysew.com.au
®

Shop 5 Skipton Arcade
541 High Street, Penrith NSW
Ph: (02) 4731 3061

PENRITH

Unit 4, 2 Garling Road 
Kings Park NSW
Ph: (02) 9621 4000

KING’S PARKQ TOP RYDE CITY
Level 2, Shop MM20 
Top Ryde City Shopping Centre
Cnr Blaxland & Devlin St Ryde NSW 
Ph: (02)  9877 5067

Q

Alterations, Dry Cleaning &
Machine Embroidery
Figtree Grove Shopping Centre
(opposite post office) 
Ph: (02) 4229 9188

Rooftop Level
Figtree Grove Shopping Centre
Cnr of The Princes Hwy & The Avenue
Figtree NSW 
Ph: (02) 4229 8188

FIGTREEQ

MACHINE EMBROIDERY

E E

Q = Quilting Service

E = Embroidery Service

Machine repairs available 
at all stores

Hobbysew is the place for all 
your sewing services! 
Have your quilt finished 
professionally with our quilting 
machines; Or bring your 
machine in for a service or 
repair; Or even personalise your 
pieces with our monogramming 
or embroidery services! 
See below for store locations. 

PROVIDING ALL YOUR SEWING SPECIALIST SERVICESSAVE
TIME

SAVE
TIME

20% OFF 20% OFF 
WHEN YOU BUYWHEN YOU BUY
2 MACHINE ACCESSORIES2 MACHINE ACCESSORIES

DISCOUNT ONLY APPLICABLE 
TO LOWEST PRICED ITEM

DISCOUNT ONLY APPLICABLE 
TO LOWEST PRICED ITEM

30% OFF 30% OFF 
WHEN YOU BUYWHEN YOU BUY
2 PACKS OF KLASSE NEEDLES2 PACKS OF KLASSE NEEDLES

DISCOUNT ONLY APPLICABLE 
TO LOWEST PRICED ITEM

DISCOUNT ONLY APPLICABLE 
TO LOWEST PRICED ITEM

from from $99$99

35%
OVER

OFF

1919
now now $12$12

$$
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1414
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$$
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5959
now now $49$49

$$
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15%
OVER

OFF

3333
now now $15$15

$$
rrprrp

50%
OVER

OFF
SO COMPACT
SO COMPACTH24 x W7.4 x D12.8cm
H24 x W7.4 x D12.8cm 66

now now $2$2

$$
rrprrp

65%
OVER

OFF

112112
now now $98$98

$$
rrprrp

10%
OVER

OFF

MACHINE
QUILTING BINDING REPAIRS MONOGRAMMING

carry bagcarry bag
BONUS

withwith purchasepurchase


